
Originated in 2016
Established in 2017

Official Georgia certified 501c3 Foundation 2021
Home Office - Brunswick Georgia

Acronym - MAD “Manifest A Deliverance”

Legal Name - Manifest A Deliverance Foundation INC.

MAD Logo - MADlife

Official Hashtag - #MADlife

MADlife definition - living a life of clarity in the mind that indicates (shows) personal
freedoms that benefit oneself, and others.

Motto - Get MAD the Right Way

Vision - To motivate ALL people to get MAD the right way through healthy cycles

Mission Statement -
The mission of the MAD foundation is to connect people from different backgrounds
with different beliefs who desire the personal goal to become successful.

Designing a personal plan for success in a relaxed healthy environment that releases

information necessary to receive the manifestations of personal goals.

MAD has the mission to manifest people, strengthen families, build better businesses

(small + corporate), encourage higher education, connect with spiritual organizations,

and assist higher level authorities.

https://apps.irs.gov/app/eos/detailsPage?ein=871479497&name=Manifest%20A%20Deliverance%20Foundation%20Inc.&city=Brunswick&state=GA&countryAbbr=US&dba=&type=CHARITIES,%20DETERMINATIONLETTERS&orgTags=CHARITIES&orgTags=DETERMINATIONLETTERS


MAD Standards -
Different Backgrounds - Diversity - To create a respectful, inclusive environment that is
inviting to those of diverse backgrounds that include various ethnicities, ages, genders,
sexual orientations, and socioeconomic statuses.

Different Beliefs - Freedom - Everyone will have the liberty to profess one's belief as we
work together for the common goal

Same Goal - Success - Everyone will set clear goals that will influence, motivate and
increase one's performance to manifest successful individuals and a successful
foundation.

MAD Programming -
EMPOWERMENT
 Life Skills, Self-Development
+ Self-Healing

HEALTH & WELLNESS
 Food Pantry
+ Free Community Meal

COMMUNITY
 Domestic Violence
+ Breast Cancer Awareness

EDUCATION 
 GED + Non-Traditional Education
(Ages 17 to 21)

MAD Promise -
I promise to RELEASE what I've been holding,
I promise to RELAX in an environment of healthy mindset changes,
I promise to RECEIVE all that life has to offer me,
I am successful
I am free
I am MAD, the right way!



MAD Membership Levels

MAD Participant (unlimited)

MAD Member (25)
Sign Up
Membership Card

Blue Heart
Must complete application process to become a Blue Heart
Application Submissions : OPENS March 31st - CLOSES May 31st

*Applicant interviews : June 1st - June 30th
*Blue Heart reviews for current members : June 1st - June 30th

MAD Year for Blue Heart Membership : August 1st - July 31st

Board of Directors President : Hashondra Jernigan
Vice President : Angel Harmon
Secretary : Deborah Tyler
Treasurer : Felisha Pitts
Parliamentary : Yvette Frazier


